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#Black magik expert and curse witchcraft specialist +27737053600
+27737053600 ** Do you feel like you are obsessed with bad spirits or do you think you have bad spirits 
following your back. How do you know that you are cursed? the following are some of the signs that you are 
either cursed or you have evil spirits following you.
1. Having bad dreams or call them night mares dreaming of ghosts dead people.

2. Seeing Shadows in your house yet you cant trace any person in the room it seems very rare but it is very 
common in African countries

3.Feeling people moving in your house or room yet you are alone in the house

4.Having a common disease in a family is a sign of a family curse this in most cases prevail from grands 
and there grand grand son or daughters it is sign of family curse

5.Producing or giving birth to an abnormal child it is a sign of being either the father or mother of the child is 
cursed so you should watch out for that also

6.You get job but you are always dismissed or fired for small or no reason is also a sign

7.Ladies who have periods and when it comes to conceiving they dint or they always have a miscourage or 
give birth to dead fetus is a sign of either the man or woman is cursed take for example a woman may stay 
with a man for some times but whenever she gets pregnant she either have a miscourage or a baby doesn't 
live for long but when she tries another man she conceives and give birth to a bouncing health kid that 
means the man she was having at first was cursed
8. You are always hated by friends family members, workmates.

There very many signs of being cursed so contact
https://www.mamashamie-islamicspells.com/
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